
SALVATION:                                                                                                       April 24, 2024 
Eric & Colleen, Mark & Sue - Linda Phelps’s brothers and wives 
Family members - Bruce Family 
Family members - Barb Elkins 
Hayden - friend of Hugh Wunderly 
Steve - friend of Michele DuBroy 
 
SPECIAL NEEDS: 
America, Ukraine, and Israel 
Wendy Brant - home closing set for April 25 
Ashlyn Carter - Jeannette Pederson’s granddaugher - deployment 
Kyrielle Fry - new therapy opening 
LaTanya Moses - health and wisdom in personal matters - son Gregory’s health and salvation 
Niece of Candice Campbell - healthy pregnancy 
Dana Thomas - housing needs in safe location - daughter Allison needs salvation 
 
ILLNESS: 
Kevin Athmann - friend of Beth Bruemmer - cancer treatments 
Don Berkey - recovery from stroke 
Blaine Burns - back problems - wisdom for treatment 
Barb Carter - cyst behind knee - strength to care for husband Jim 
Jim Carter - health issues - strength to go to doctor appointments 
Vickii Carter - hip replacement April 26 - be a witness to hospital staff 
Maria Cunanan - stage four cancer 
Diane - Aunt of Melissa Bruce - breast cancer diagnosis - 3rd occurrence 
Steve Erickson - brother of Linda Phelps - health issues and tests 
Diana Hamrick - shingles 
Gary - Loy Hetrick’s father - hospitalized with complications from a fall 
Isabelle Gordon - Scott & Kim Pascoe’s daughter - 20 wks pregnant - risk of premature delivery 
Sheryl Johnson - health issues - neck and back pain 
Rodger Katter - platelet levels must increase so he can begin a new trial that he has quali- 
   fied for. If levels do not increase by Monday, he will not be able to participate in the trial. 
Greg Klingerman - recovery from knee replacement surgery 
Larry - friend of Betsy O’Neal - cancer diagnosis - unsaved 
Ryan Lewis - Linda Hooper’s son - completion of heart transplant evaluation 
Abbey Moritz - Cerebrospinal Fluid Leak - debilitating headaches & nausea - treatments 
Mother of Janice Adams - wisdom for caretaking & possible move - salvation 
Phillip Pascoe - nephew of Scott Pascoe - 3rd colon surgery scheduled April 26 
Nathan Piper - grandson of Leslie Piper - back surgery today for scoliosis 
Dr. Powers - Melissa Bruce’s foot surgeon - wife passed away from brain cancer 
Mark Roark - Barb Elkin’s neighbor - treatment for brain cancer 
Bob Snyder - neighbor of Joy Reynolds - pancreatic cancer - infection & treatment plan 
Robbie Stickels - friend of Nancy O’Brien - prostate cancer 
Alex Stuffle - recovering from surgery to remove cancerous brain tumor  
Tayna & Chuck - cousin of Paul Phelps - serious accident - Tayna lost leg & on ventilator 
Pastor Quentin Vauhn - son-in-law of Don Montgomery - cancer diagnosis 
 
 



EXPECTANT MOMS: 
Kasha Lantz (June)     Katie Ashley (June)     Victoria Korovljev (June)  
Suzy Thompson (Aug)     Havelah Reynolds (Sept) 
 
SHUT-IN:  
Kaye Betz   Hamilton Trace   11851 Cumberland Rd.   Rm. 227   Fishers   4603 
 
THANK YOU: 
What a wonderful blessing it was to be with you in your Sunday evening service. Thank you for the 
opportunity to give an update of the Lord’s work in Ukraine. We enjoyed the fellowship with Pastor and 
Linda at lunch, and with the Sunday evening  group in Pastor’s home. We always leave encouraged by how 
we see the Lord working through you. Thank you for your faithfulness in supporting us and the work in 
Ukraine and Laos. The generous love offering was a blessing, thank you! - Derek & Julie Thomas 
 
 


